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To Mr. William Shake-speare 

Shakespeare, we must be silent in they praise, 
Cause our encomiums will but blast thy bays 
Which envy could not, that thou didst s~ well; 
Let thine own histories prove thy Chron1cle. 

CATHLEEN Ni HOULIHAN 

December 12, 1994 Robert Smith 

My paper tonight is the third of a Trilogy, 
Three writers all Irish, I make no apology! 
Samuel Becket the first, then James Joyce and now 
Yeats, 
Whom those unpredictable Irish Literary Fates 
Determined should produce in a short period span 
Some remarkable work as only geniuses can. 
Samuel Becket left Ireland wrote "Waiting for Godot; 
In Paris changed drama with tramps "Didi" and "Gogo", 
James Joyce left Ireland wrote "Ulysses" and 
"Finnegan", 
Changed language forever made English "beginagen". 
Samuel Becket, James Joyce, fled the land of their 
birth 
Needed freedom among people who valued their worth 
William Butler Yeats remained, his Irishness held fast 
Ireland's pride reawakened, glorified its past. 

Poetry, just words at play! 
Rhythm, sound and meaning fusing, 
MaY , be sad may be amusing, 
Cholce of words and their alignment 
Makes for coarseness or refinement 
May be subtle or ethereal ' , 
May be made of dull material , 
May send to sleep, may stir the mind 
May move the heart, may rouse mankind. 

Poetry just words at play? 



Some is trivial some tremendous, 
Shakespeare into raptures sends us 
T.S. Eliot may confuse, 
Unless in "Waste Land" you enthuse. 
Forgive me lest you think I boast 
The poetry that I love most, 
Flowing verse and poems bewitching, 
The Irish wrote, the world enriching! 

Poetry, just words at play, 
One poet above all the rest 
To me endures and stands time's test 
Though England held his country fast, 
Restored a pride in Celtic past. 
First England thought his work nonsense 
His stirring beat roused feelings tense, 
Message hidden, deeply laden, 
The story of a lovely maiden. 

Poetry, just words at play 
Dublin the place, nineteen 0 two, 
A play with verse, lines clean and true, 
So simple and so innocent, 
To Irish ears much more it meant. 
About Cathleen Ni Houlihan, 
For she and Ireland they were one, 
A call to arms, throw out the foe, 
Oppressor England you must go! 

Poetry just words at play? 
In Irish dialect, long a joke, 
The lovely lines of Ireland spoke, 
Those listening held enraptured, 
The actors a stillness captured, 
All movement, gesture economized, 
The pure clear lines hypnotized. 
An alleg'ry in classic form, 
A quietness before the storm. 

Poetry just words at play. 
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Yeats wrote that it all began in his mind as a 
dream - "almost distinct as a vision, of a cottage 
where there was well-being and firelight and talk of a 
marriage and into the midst of that cottage there came 
an old woman in a long cloak - I knew at once she was 
Ireland herself - Cathleen Ni Houlihan - for whom so 
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many songs have been sung, so many stories told and for 
whose sake so many have gone to their death." 

To write openly then, calling for rebellion 
against the British was treasonable. But to p:esent a 
piece of old folklore played by a group of sem1-
amateurs in Clarendon street - in a community hall, 
divided by a thin partition from a pool-room next ~oor, 
would go unnoticed by the British security in Dubl1n 
castle, less than a mile away! 

For generations versions of the story of Cathleen 
Ni Houlihan had been told in Irish homes and sometimes 
sung as a Cumalye. 

A Cumalye is a form of story telling presented as 
a lilting sing-song that first began to appear in 
eighteenth century Ireland when brogue English was 
replacing Gaelic in the Anglicized towns and 
surrounding countryside. Cumalyes celebrated life, 
told of great and wondrous deeds of the past and 
victory of good over evil. They also told of the human 
frailty and treachery that allowed the native soil to 
be abandoned to the invader. English words sounded 
foreign to Irish ears and could only be understood in 
scraps. The words "Come all yell as in "Come all ye 
faithful" sounded like "Cumalye" and so this form of 
story te l ling acquired its name. I've composed a 
"Cumalye" for our purposes this evening. 

Cumalye now listen to me fine tale 
Sure it's all about a lovely female 
For once there lived in days that are gone 
A certain cathleen Ni Houlihan 
Walkin' the roads seventeen ninety eight 
Callin' to all li s ten to me sad fate 
A poor auld woman robbed of her land. 
Casting a spell she formed a brave band 
Changed to a maiden walked like a queen 
Won back her fields now all again green 
Her land now free the enemy gone 
Ah God bless yeh! cathleen Ni Houlihan. 
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But on this occasion it would be something 
different. The old Cumalye was being turned into a 
play by the young poet Willie Yeats. All knew that he 
wrote to the sound of the old music of Ireland filled 
with the mystic beauty of the Celtic past. But it was 
not only Yeats' magical words they had come to hear, 
there was also Yeats' beloved Maud Gonne to see. She 
had the lead as Cathleen Ni Houlihan and the play had 
been written especially for her. 

st. Theresa's Abstinence Hall, 
Three hundred packed from wall to wall 
Listened. Her voice was Ireland's call, 
Elegant Maud, beautiful, tall, 
Saw England as oppressor dark 
Outright rebellion sought to spark. 
Ireland, to Cathleen's story harkl 
Yeats' moving tale made deepest mark. 
That night before the play was done 
They saw on stage the lovely Gonne, 
casting her spell on everyone 
Become Cathleen Ni Houlihan 
A Helen for whom wars were won! 

As the audience watched the old woman change into 
a beautiful young maiden they saw in Maud all that was 
magnificent in Ireland, and in her transfiguration, the 
promise of a new and glorious future for their native 
land. Yeats was ecstatic. Lennox Robinson, who was 
later to become director of Yeat's Abbey Theatre wrote 
"That play made more rebels in Ireland than a thousand 
political speeches or a hundred rea soned books". The 
more conservative theatre critic stephen Gwynn was more 
troubled. He asked "if such plays should be produced 
unless one wa s prepared to go out to shoot and be shot" 
"Yeats was not alone responsible" he wrote "above all 
Miss Gonne stirred the audience as I have never seen 
another stirred." To make matters worse Maud further 
declared her defiance of England by having a flag 
draped at the side of the stage with the Gaelic words 
"Inghindhe na hEireann" "Daughters of Eireann" the 
militant woman's movement she had founded as an 
auxiliary to the underground rebel organization, the 
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Fenians, which in time would become the Irish 
Republican Army. 

The event was all the more remarkable for both 
Yeats and Maud Gonne were members of the Irish 
Ascendancy, the ruling Establishment of Ireland, which 
Cathleen Ni Houlihan, written and acted so 
passionately, denounced so fervently. 

The Ascendancy was the powerful, cultivated, 
leisured Anglo-Irish class which represented Britain in 
Ireland. They owned the land and made the laws and 
many were immensely rich. At their head was the 
Viceroy, living in splendour in the Viceregal Lodge in 
Phoenix Park just outside Dublin. The pomp and 
ceremony of the Viceregal Court in Ireland, the 
Empire's closest and oldest colony, was unmatched even 
by the grandeur of the British Imperial Court in India. 
Ireland housed more British troops than any other part 
of the Empire and the Irish regiments were renowned for 
their bravery and fighting skills. For centuries Irish 
uprisings had been crushed by the disciplined Redcoats 
many of them Irishmen, so keeping the power of the ' 
Ascendancy secure. 

O,to live like an Irish Ascendant! 
R7c~ly 7ndowed, indolent, elegant 
Llvlng ln comfort, Ireland your servant 
As for the poor, indifferent, arrogant. 

But the Ascendancy produced rebels rulers. as well as 

Ascendants who arts so adorned 
What made them rebels 
From England's great' non - conformed 
United Kingdom's rUl~e~s t~rn'd aside 
Throughout all our ecrled? 
The fearless, who wl~~t they are found 
By class or creed whe not be bound 
To crUsh the weak d n laws are Used 

an power abused. 
Lord Edward Fitz 

Robert Emmet - the I gderald, Theobald Wolfe Tone 
ea ers of th 17 ' , e 98 IrlSh rebellion 
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were examples of this dissenting group, as were Charles 
stuart Parnell, Roger Casement and Erskine childers a 
hundred years later; and now a most unlikely recruit, 
the beautiful young Englishwoman Maud Gonne, all upper
class non-catholics. A parallel literary group 
f lowered in Goldsmith, Burke, swift and Sheridan and at 
the time of our play, Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw 
and now William Butler Yeats. In the play "Cathleen Ni 
Houlihan" that evening in that Dublin back street 
literary and revolutionary forces combined, lighting a 
slow fuse which in time would explode with terrible 
force. Ireland's history bears all the marks of a 
Greek tragedy with banshees, mourning female spirits, 
wailing for the dead, instead of the usual Greek 
chorus. 

Ochone, ochone, the banshees moan 
Poor old Ireland fights alone 
The English and the Irish wage 
A war eight hundred years of age 
Eleven seventy it began 
I'll tell the tale as best I can, 
The second Henry, his Norman Knights 
Crushed Irish after bloody fights 
Those shields of hide of no avail 
Against great swords and coats of mail 
First content with raising taxes, 
with the aid of battle-axes, 
Anglo - Saxon - Norman mixture 
Became ruling English fixture. 
But Irish have an ancient skill, 
Invading armies with love kill. 
Though Anglo - Normans won at arms 
Some lost their hearts to Irish Charms. 
The English ever found beguiling 
Those Irish eyes forever smiling 
Anglo - Irish racial mixing, 
Tensions eased, there was much fixing 
New family ties, alliances, 
New power from affiances. 
An Ascendant ruling class 
Arose, controlled the common mass . 
But monarchs soon saw sov'reign pow'r 
Grow weak, relationships turned sour. 
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Henry the eighth and daughter Lizzie 
Those two Tudors soon got busy 
with their newest machinations 
Build an empire on plantations 
Ireland near, already quelled, 
Native farmers were all impelled 
To leave their lands for barren West, 
Non-Irish strangers given best. 
New planters congregated, 
In the North they concentrated, 
Native passion there grew tense 
A formula for violence. 

The underground rebel army, called the Fenians, 
after the Fianna, legendary Irish warriors who drove 
out the Norse invaders in ancient times, had spread 
throughout Ireland to some industrial citie~ in 
England. In 1865, the year Yeats was born ln , 
Sandymount, an upper middle-class suburb,of Dublln, the 
Fenians received a great boost from Amerlca. It was 
the year in which the last confederate Army surrendered 
to General Sherman in Shreveport, Louisiana. Thousands 
of Irish immigrants and their sons, battle - hardened 
with rifle and bayonet were being urged to join the 
Fenians and return home to fight again, this time on 
their native soil. John O'Leary, a Dublin medical 
student who had abandoned his studies to become editor 
of the paper The Irish Nation, called for American 
help. His fiery tracts were passed from hand to hand 
in the slums of New York, Boston and Chicago fanning 
support for a rebellion in Ireland. O'Leary was 
arrested by the British in Dublin and sentenced to 20 
years hard labour to be followed by permanent exile 
from Ireland. 

In the following year, 1866, in the village of 
Tongham, surrey, the baby Maud was born to Edith Gonne 
and her husband Thomas Gonne of the Queen's Seventeenth 
Lancers. Edith Gonne was of Scots, Irish and French 
background and captain Gonne was of English stock. He 
had just returned from India, having served the Empire 
with distinction in the Indian Mutiny. As well as 
being a dashing cavalry officer, unlike many of his 
military colleagues, he was well educated and could 
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speak several languages. Because of the growing Fenian 
threat in Ireland the 17th Lancers with Captain Gonne 
and his family were transferred to Ireland to 
strengthen the Dublin garrison. 

At the individual level relationships between the 
Irish and English had always been reasonably good but 
at the national political level relationships were 
abysmally poor and, at that time, deteriorating. 
Tagore, the Indian poet and Nobel Laureate summed up 
well the love-hate relationship between the colonized 
and Britain. "I have a deep love and great respect for 
the British race as human beings. It has produced 
great-hearted men, thinkers of great thoughts, doers of 
great deeds. It has given rise to great literature. I 
know that these people love justice and freedom and 
hate lies. They are clear in their minds, frank in 
their manner, true in their friendship; in their 
behaviour they are honest and reliable, they rouse my 
admiration for their chivalrous humanity. We have felt 
the greatness of this people as we feel the sun. But 
as for the Nation, it is for us in India a thick mist 
of a stifling nature covering the sun itself." And so 
it had been for centuries for the Irish and the 
English, two island peoples separated only by 100 miles 
of turbulent seas divided by fundamental differences 
that keep them worlds apart. The Irish have not been 
s ubjected to the great moulding forces that have 
crea~ed.the . English, centuries of Roman occupation, the 
SOP~l~tlcatlon o~ the great Norman culture and the 
rell~louS reformlng influences of a John Wycliffe or a 
Martln Luther. At the time of our story the British 
had not yet accepted that such fundamental differences 
could never be changed by force o f arms. 

The Fenians had planned a rebellion for March 1867 
but the well-informed Brit i sh forces strUck beforehand 
Suspects were rounded up allover the country arms . 
wer~ s~ized, regiments thought to be infected'with 
~enlanlsm.were transferred from Ireland and the 
l nsurrectlon collapsed before it had h dl b Ad' ar y egun. The 
sc~n ancy b~eathed a slgh of relief and settled down 

agaIn to thelr elegant ways. The glamorous Gonnes 
added to the brilliance of the formal occasions at the 
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Castle and at weekends at the great country estates. 
Captain Gonne harboured some secret misgivings about 
his role as part of the occupying force. He had 
similar problems when he was ~n India. ,He could not 
help liking the Irish and thelr easy-golng ways and 
anyone who rode horses like they did could not be all 
that bad. 

It was an idyllic time for the Gonnes but tragedy 
soon struck. Edith Gonne died of tuberculosis. Maud 
was then four. She was cared for by a succession of 
nurses, nannies and governesses and as she grew older 
she spent time abroad with family in London and Paris. 
captain Gonne in the meantime had a series of rapid 
promotions and was now Colonel Commandant of the Dublin 
garrison. 

Maud, tall and mature for her age was now a 
stunning beauty. She caused her doting father great 
concern when, at the age of sixteen, at a ball at the 
Castle in honour of the visiting Prince of Wales he saw 
the Prince was clearly attracted. He knew that on such 
are legends made and reputations lost. Maud was 
hurried off horne in time to prevent an invitation from 
her father's Royal Commander which could not be 
refused. 

Maud inherited her beauty and flair for the arts 
from her mother. For her father she had become a 
surrogate son and he instilled in her a soldier's 
courage and a spirit of high adventure. She became a 
fear~ess horsewoman and as the young cosmopolitan began 
to tlre of ~he shallowness of Dublin's high society she 
began spendlng more of her weekends hunting at the 
country estates of her father's friends. 

It ~s not quite clear when Maud's transformation 
f~om soclety belle to Irish rebel happened. In later 
llfe she gave her own romantic version. It was the 
" 't ' " eV1C l~ns. On those country weekends, she wrote, she 
would rlde her horse for miles across the fields of 
County Meath and County Cavan past willow - circled 
lakes and crumbing monasteries and in a landscape 
haunted by centuries of conquest and rebellion saw the 
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She was shocked and filled with ~ity. 
"other Ireland". lk g 

men women and children were wa ln 
Hungry and tired , h st d the way to the workhouse or t e neare 
th~ roa,s on The had been forced out of their 
emlgrathl~nhP~~~'been levelled by the battering rams of 
homes w lC 1 d being 
land agents. Arable land in Ire an wa~ 
converted on a grand scale to more proflta~le and less 
work-intensive grazing land. The coun~ryslde had ~~~ _ 
yet fully recovered from the great faml~es ~f the 
century and Maud saw hunger and starvatlon ln ~he fac~s 
as she rode by and saw some dying by the roadslde., s,e 
would do all she could to help these people, even lf lt 
meant turning against the Empire her beloved father 
served. Anyway she knew that d7ep down her father was 
sorry for the Irish. She was nlneteen and s~, she 
reminded herself, was Joan of Arc when she ~lrst heard 
those voices urging her to lead the French lnto battle 
against the English invader. Maud had fou~d her 
mission in life. But soon after another dlsaster 
struck. Her father died of typhoid leaving Maud on her 
own to do battle for Ireland. Her inheritance made her 
financially independent and so it was possible for her 
to indulge wherever her fancy took her. She chose a 
life committed to Ireland and maintained this with 
unswerving determination until the day of her death. 

with remarkable assurance for a girl in those 
victorian days she soon was moving among the upper 
echelons of the Irish nationalist movement and began 
public speaking quickly learning the wordy rhetoric of 
the Irish political intellectuals. But not one really 
took the beautiful young romantic seriously. She was 
tolerated. Her social contacts in London and Paris 
might be of some use to the rebel cause. In Paris she 
met O'Leary, now in exile after his years of hard 
labour. He wrote a letter of introduction for her to 
John Butler Yeats the Anglo - Irish painter at that 
time living in London and known to be an Irish 
Nationalist with an Ascendancy background like her own. 
His son William Butler Yeats, an aspiring poet, was 
then living with him. 

It was a spring day in 1889 when Maud Gonne came 
calling on the Yeatses. The poet later remembered the 
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apple tree where the sunlight fell and how the face of 
the strange girl had the same transparent quality as 
the blossoming boughs behind her head. Yeats wrote 
that she vexed his father by "her praise of war, war 
for its own sake". The younger Yeats was bewildered by 
her beauty, her height and grace, her pale luminous 
complexion, her red-gold hair, her mysteriously angry 
eyes her eloquence and her passion for Ireland. He 
thought "her's was a beauty of great painting, of 
poetry, of some legendary past" and "the troubling of 
my life began". 

When first they met this gifted pair, 
He was stunned by her beauty rare 
Remembering it all life long 
As if he'd heard a Burmese gong! 

Maud was attracted to the handsome lanky poet and 
immediately recognized a conquest - one who could be 
encouraged to take her political views seriously and 
whose undoubted gifts could be joined with her own 
strengths to further the cause of Ireland. Yeats was 
already deeply sympathetic to the Irish point of view, 
but just to be with the young goddess would have been 
sufficient reason for him to join forces. His poetry 
then was evocative and dreamy, expressive of his 
romantic mood. Yeats was in love. He asked for Maud's 
hand in marriage. She refused. 

His mind was on heavenly dawns and sunsets and his 
love for Maud when he wrote: 

Had I the heaven's embroidered cloths 
Enwrought with golden and silver light, 
The blue and the dim and the dark cloths 
Of night and light and the half-life, 
I would spread the cloths under your feet 
But I, being poor, have only my dreams; 
I have spread my dreams under your feet; 
Tread softly, because you tread on my dreams. 

They worked together for the political cause. 
Yeats held back from her more violent plans but he 
wrote Cathleen Ni Houlihan for her. Though Yeats 
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enjoyed its immediate popularity and its recognition as 
an outstanding piece of lyrical drama, he was 
apprehensive of the fuel it might provide for a rebel 
uprising. Bitterness against England mounted. The 
Fenians made sporadic attacks on British outposts aided 
by the daring Maud and the Daughters of Eireann. She 
was not a hunted person, skipping between Dublin, 
London and Paris like the Elusive Pimpernel. She was 
finally caught and imprisoned. She went on hunger 
strike. Like her mother she had a weak chest, was 
coughing, and wasting away in jail. A worried and 
exasperated Yeats used his Ascendancy influence and 
obtained her release. She went underground and 
continued her revolutionary work alongside John 
McBride, a renowned Fenian fighter, much to Yeats' 
anger now mixed with the agony of jealousy. Maud 
coached the uncouth McBride in public speaking and they 
both went on a highly successful fund raising tour of 
America. To quieten the gossip impulsive Maud 
converted to Catholicism and married McBride. The 
union was a disaster. McBride an alcoholic beat Maud 
in drunken rages. They separated but not before Maud 
had given birth to a son, Sean. 

The wounded poet wrote: 

Why should I blame her that she filled my days 
with misery, or that she would of late 
Have taught to ignorant men most violent ways 
Or hurled the little streets upon the great 
Had they but courage equal to desire. 
With beauty like a tightened bow, a kind 
That is not natural in an age like this, 
Being high and solitary and most stern 
Why, what could she have done, being what she is? 
Was there another Troy for her to burn? 

His wounds brought a deeper sombre note to his 
poetry. 

The rebellion finally erupted on Easter weekend 
~916. , Several key positions were taken by the Fenians 
~nclud~ng the General Post Office in the centre of 
Dublin. Within days heavy British artil l ery had 
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art of Dublin where the rebels 

destroyed much of the he k'lled Those leaders who 
were holed up. Many were d~ u~til none was left. 
survived wer~ shot, two a a~~s John McBride. Maud 
Among these lnstant marty~~ r McBride had made the 
wore widoW's ~l~ck ever a c~uid have done more. All 
ultimate sacrlflc7· None obliterated. Yeats wrote "A 
her unhappy memor~esbwer; Maud's commitment became 
terrible beauty was orn' h d her son Sean who would 
even stronger and s~e now a 
carry the name McBrlde. 

En land deeply involved in a life and death 
stru 9l~ in Europe, loosened its grip ~n Ireland. The 
rebeis declared a Republic and the Fenlans became the 
Irish Republican Army. The new government had n~ legal 
basis but both sides were weary and had begun thlnk of 
compromise. 

Yeats having given up on Maud, married at the age 
of fifty t~o in 1917. This marriage, to an English 
woman of twenty six, Georgina Hyde-Lees, brought order 
to his life. The wealthy Georgina provided him with 
the material and psychological support he needed to 
mature fully as a poet. Had Yeats ceased to write at 
the age of forty he would now be remembered as a minor 
poet who had played a part in the Irish cultural 
renaissance with poems of great charm. Norman 
Jeffares, a contemporary of mine at Trinity and a 
leading authority on Yeats, claims that there is no 
precedent in literary history for a poet who produced 
his greatest work after the age of fifty. (Let Yeats 
be a model for most of us members of the Literary 
Club.) 

The older Yeats is heavier going than the one who 
wrote "I will arise and go now and go to Innisfree." 
His later poems are packed tight with philosophical and 
historical thought, boundless in their allusions, 
contemplating the great mysteries of life, of youth, 
age, death and the hereafter. Jeffares writes that his 
sweeping visions are a mosaic of technical brilliance, 
no word wasted, no sentimentality permitted. He was 
offered a knighthood but could not bring himself to 
accept this most British of recognitions. 
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Ireland and England in 1921 made what th~y then 
thought was a temporary deal. The northern ~lX 
counties then those most densely populated wlth old 
planted Scots and English would remain part of Britain; 
the southern twenty six counties would become the new 
Irish Free state but would remain part of the British 
Commonwealth. Maud and others on the extreme Irish 
wing were beside themselves with rage. The I.R.A. 
declared war on the Irish Free state and a bloody 
internecine struggle began. Yeats sided with the Free 
State against the Republicans and committed himself to 
the work of creating a new state. He became an Irish 
senator in 1922 and added much to the debates. Among 
his contributions he is remembered for the beautiful 
designs of Irish coinage. The break with Maud was now 
complete, she sawall this as treachery. An uneasy 
peace was established between the Sinn Fein, 
representing the I.R.A., and the Irish Free State in 
1923 and in the same year Yeats was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for poetry. At the celebrations in stockholm, 
Oliver Goldsmith's play "She stoops To Conquer" and 
Yeats's "Cathleen Ni Houlihan" were performed. Maud 
was not invited. 

The early thirties and the shadows of war filled 
Yeats with foreboding. He contemplated man's loss of 
touch with his maker in complex symbols. 

Turning and turning in the widening gyre 
The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 
Near anarchy is loosed upon the world 
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 
The best lack of conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity. 

He died in 1939 in the South of France and after 
the war his body was re-interred at Drumcliffe 
Churchyard in his beloved Sligo in the shadow of the 
mountain Ben Bulben. He wrote his own epitaph in his 
poem "Under Ben Bulben". Its final lines are: 
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No marble, no conventional phrase 
On limestone quarried near the spot 
By his command these words are cut: 

cast a cold eye 
On life, on death 
Horseman, pass by! 

The ultimate acceptance of life and its 
tribulations. No tears, no sentimentality. 

I was sixteen when I saw Maud Gonne. It was at 
the corner of our street in Dublin. She was addressing 
a small crowd of curious bystanders politicking for her 
son Sean, then running for an opposition seat in the 
Irish Parliament. She stood tall and erect on a small 
platform with his widow's veil thrown back over her 
bonnet. Though lined, her pale gaunt face with its 
stern black eyes was still beautiful. She called down 
the Almighty's wrath on the government for having 
executed more members of the I.R.A. than had the 
accursed British and many more lay rotting in Irish 
jails. She still could cast a spell, Cathleen Ni 
Houlihan still fighting for a united Ireland. 

Maud died on April 27th 1953. About this time 
Myfanwy, our children and I were moving into our new 
home and office in Stanwell to start a family practice 
not far from Tongham where Maud had been born eighty 
seven years earlier. Her death passed unnoticed in 
that quiet part of England. This was not the case in 
Dublin. 

The Irish Free State had disappeared and in its 
stead was Eire, the Republic of Ireland. She was given 
a State funeral - many thousands lined the streets to 
pay tribute to a woman who had dedicated her life 
unselfishly, bravely and at times unwisely to the 
adopted country she loved. As the cortege passed the 
General post Office at the military command of "eyes 
left" the sacrifice made by her late husband, the wild 
John McBride, was recognized. 
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Her son Sean carried on her work fighting for the 
oppressed as a member of the Irish Bar. He became 
Chairman of the Special committee of the International 
Conference on Human Rights, Secretary General of the 
International Commission of Jurists, Chairman of 
Amnesty International and in 1974, twenty one years 
after his famous fighting mother died, Sean was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Maud and will that remarkable pair 
Rebel and poet a mixture rare 
Flared like a flame on the Irish scene 
Moved a whole nation by their joint dream 
Yeats' work tugs at our minds and hearts 
Speaks to us of life, its many parts 
Its realities, deep mysteries 
Not only retold Celtic pleasantries 
His was a world of deep passions strong 
He fell in love, heard a Burmese gong 
Rejected, wounded, when lost his love 
He grew in strength, forever he strove 
To further his ideals, Ireland, 
Adopted by his forebears, firebrand 
Maud projected him towards violence 
Using beauty and her eloquence 
Scarred his soul, but greater he became 
Understood full well from whence she came, 
Driven by her sole ambition 
Ireland's freedom, her selfless mission. 
Their poetry never meant as play 
Their struggle lingering to this day. 

The old Ascendancy is long gone 
So maybe Cathleen Ni Houlihan 
You will now take heed of Yeats's cry 
"stop - that play of ours made many die." 

Epilogue 

Ireland remains divide d sti l l 
Ther7 's now a pause, me n no l~nger k i l l, 
To 11ve, a better way must be found 
fly d ' our swor s, your helmets , hurl to the ground!" 
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Yeats' wise words from Ben Bulben's mists 
Reminds I.R.A. and Unionists 
"Nor can there be work so great 
As that which cleans man's dirty slate." 

Both sides pressured now by other states 
Futures decided by other Fates 
And so my wish, as I end this tale 
No more may we hear those banshees wail! 
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